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By G. A. Parwez
(Translated by: Mansoor Alam)

Is Sexual Relationship
 a Private Matter?

By the way, a member of Jamiat-e Ulama-e Islam declared in the 

spring 1973 session of Pakistan Parliament that banning slavery is 

against Islam; and if one does not have the wherewithal to afford 

more than one wife then he should be allowed to have a concubine. 

[Pakistan Times, March 1, 1973]
We were talking about what kind of Islam is being taught to 

students. When a question was put to Mr. Maududi that if an adult 

man is not able to get married and his sexual energy is at its peak 

which drives him crazy then can he do masturbation to avoid sin of 

fornication. We already saw what the answer of the Quran was – that 

he should practice self-control (24:33). But Mr. Maududi replied: 

Although masturbation is haram but since fornication is a higher 

level of sin, so the intellect teaches that to avoid a bigger sin it is ok 

to do a lesser sin. So, doing masturbation is okay if there is chance to 

commit a bigger sin of fornication. Perhaps God will not punish 

him. [Rasaayel-o-Masaayel, page 202]
Another example Mr. Maududi provides as follows regarding 

temporary Nikah:
Assume that a ship crashes in sea and a man and woman are on a 

ship's broken plank which floats on the sea and lands on the shore of 

an islandthat does not have any population. Both are forced to live 

on the island and according to sharia it is not possible for them to do 
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Nikah without witnesses. So, there is no way for them except to 

mutually agree and do a temporary Nikah among themselves until 

they reach a populated area. Therefore, Muta'a (sharia terminology 

for temporary Nikah) is for this type of emergency situation. 

[Tarjumanul Quran, August 1955]
As it is clear, Mr. Maududi does not even believe in the concept of 

self-control. To satisfy sexual desire sometimes he suggests 

masturbation and other times he suggests temporary marriage 

(Muta'a). Allah gave permission to eat haram food during 

emergency situation, not for satisfying sexual desire. But Mr. 

Maududi suggests to satisfy sexual desire during stressful situation. 

It implies from his suggestions that Allah didn't fully know about 

sexual instinct that emergency situation may develop; and that is 

why Allah didn't suggest any remedy for it. This shortcoming Mr. 

Maududi fulfilled it.May Allah protect us from such scholars!
Proceeding further
This is the religious teaching that is provided to students who 

come to so-called sacred religious schools in order to protect 

themselves from the evil viruses floating in the open college 

environment. But Mr. Maududi does not step there. He tells youth 

that a man can marry four women without any restrictions;and 

whenever he wants he can divorce a wife by saying Talaq-Talaq-

Talaq and marry another woman in her place. The famous author 

Robert Briffault in his book (The Mother) mentions that a Kurd 

married forty women but had only one wife at a time. And there was 

no objection from the custodians of sharia since he did it according 

to sharia. Mr. Maududi strongly opposed the family law when it was 

being implemented in Pakistan. He argued that how can 
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government put restrictions in matters of sexual freedom. The 

family law was meant to provide equal rights to women as the 

Quran advocates;and it also included that non-adult girls cannot be 

married. Mr. Maududi objected against it and wrote in the October 

1969 issue of his monthly magazine Tarjumaanul Quran: that not 

only it is allowed to marry non-adult young girls but it is also 

allowed to copulate with them. May Allah protect us!
These people bring proof of marrying young girls from Bukhari's 

hadith which says that the Prophet (PBUH) married 'Aisha (R) at the 

age of six and she started living with the Prophet (PBUH) at the age 

of nine.I provided solid proof from history that this is a fiction 

propounded by the enemies to malign Islam and the Prophet 

(PBUH); and that “Aisha (R) was married to the Prophet (PBUH) 

between the age of seventeen and nineteen. At this our religious 

custodians sharia pronounced the fatwa of Kufr against me because 

my proof proved the Bukhari's hadith wrong.These people don't 

care about maligning Prophet's character but they do care about 

Imam Bukhari and cannot even accept any criticism about his 

hadith!
The Quran has described the realm of Jannah in a very subtle and 

sensitive way and that too mentioning it only as an analogy because 

human mind cannot grasp the reality of paradise with its present 

consciousness. But to religious custodians it is also full of 

sensualrealm. Mr. Maududi writes:
Whether women die young or old but all the pious women who 

will enter Jannah will be transformed into beautiful bachelorettes. 

[Tafheemul Quran, Vol. 5, page 268]
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The girls of non-Muslims who died young before reaching 

adulthood will be made into Houries and they will always remain 

young girls for the pleasure of men of Jannah. [Tafheemul Quran, 

Vol. 4, page 287]
And these Houries will be beside the wives of Jannah. The wives 

will remain in palaces with their husbands. But when men will go 

out for picnic then there will tents all around in which there will be 

Houries for their pleasure and enjoyment. [Tafheemul Quran, Vol.5, 

page 35]
This is the description of Jannah provided by our religious 

scholars that is taught to students. They blame woman's freedom for 

our youth's unrestrained sensual desires. They don't understand that 

the fundamental reason for this is the teaching that is offered to them 

in the name of religion. As we have seen earlier, sexual emotion is 

driven by thoughts. 
If the thoughts of our youth are purified, then the door of 

uncontrolled sexual instincts will be closed. On the contrary, blatant 

pornographic material is being taught to our youth in religious 

schools.  And the literature that comes from the West is full of 

obscenities. This is the reality. But then everyone is worried that the 

atmosphere is full of amatory. Under the situation if this wouldn't 

happen, then would have happen: Piety? Dr. Unwin tells about it 

after extensive research:
“The peoplepossess the power of reason, but they do not apply it 

to the world of theirexperience. Thus they do not inquire into the 

causes of things; they acceptwithout question that assembly of 

activities which we callNature. On all matters of human interest 

their opinions are uniform; thesociety contains no cultural strata. In 
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any unusual or uncomprehendedevent or phenomenon the people 

see a strange quality or power which theyregard as both dangerous 

and desirable. This quality or power is called bythe same name 

wherever and whenever it is manifest. It is exhibited byany stone, 

tree, or animal of uncommon type or unusual appearance, andby 

any article the nature of which is not understood; any man 

whosemanner of birth or life is in any way extraordinary is credited 

with itspossession; it is manifest also in his corpse, and in the corpse 

of any manwhose manner of death is abnormal. Strangers are not 

thought of as men,but as beings who possess the power manifest in 

all strange, uncomprehendedthings. A sickness which comes within 

the normal experience ofthe people is treated in what the people 

consider a normal manner, but anunaccountable sickness is 

ascribed either to the power responsiblefor all unaccountable things 

or to a man who, possessing that power,has employed it for his own 

purposes.”“Generation after generation the same tradition is 

handed on; the same ideasprevail. Time does not alter them. In such 

a society human beings areborn; they satisfy their desires; they die. 

And, when their corpses havebeen disposed of, they are 

forgotten.The social vision of such a human society is not very 

different from that of any other group of gregarious mammals.” 

[Page 345-346]
Did you see the picture of a society in which sexual opportunity is 

kept loose? For centuries this has been the condition of Muslims. 

This is what our sharia has done to Muslims. When sexuality was 

limited within the boundary of the Quran then this nation 

overpowered the entire world. When Malukiyyah took over and let 

loose the sexuality virus then everything started happening in the 
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name of sharia which the Quran wants to stop. The result was that 

their creative energy was lost. Neither the depth in thought 

remained nor did the power of higher deeds remain. And this 

condition is continuing until today.
***

The last word
Lastly, I want to address our youth: it is no doubt that our 

environment is polluted with the malevolent virus that produces 

incitement for amatory desires. But we have seen that amatory 

desires never happen automatically. These happen with human's 

own thoughts. That is, these amatory drives happen only when one 

wants to. Allah has given humans the willpower to control their 

thoughts and wishes. So, don't think about this malevolent 

environment. Just use your willpower to control your feelings and 

desires. 
How we can control our thoughts so that this amorous feeling 

does not arise in our hearts?Let me explain this through an example. 

Consider a boy who is vagabond and flirts with girls all the time.He 

has a beautiful sister. He comes home. Both he and his sister sleep in 

the same room. But he never develops any sexual feelings for his 

sister. Why is that? Because since childhood it has been drilled into 

his mind that it is not proper to have sexual relationship with your 

sister. This thought has gone deep into his subconscious mind and 

has turned into an ideology. And therefore, he has no sexual feeling 

for his sister for his entire life. Sometimes, we do hear some cases 

where someone has sexually molested his sister or his daughter. But 

these are cases which happen because of mental insanity or 

sickness. Common people don't do it.
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This subconscious feeling, of having no sexual relationship 

between brother and sister, is not limited to only our society but also 

in Western society, where the environment is even worse. There was 

a case in America that appeared newspapers. It was about a couple 

married for about ten years and they had three children. The details 

of the story is: that during the war an English couple died who had 

two children – a boy and a girl. A Canadian soldier took the boy to 

Canada and an American soldier took the girl to America. Both 

families adopted them. The boy grew up in Canada and the girl grew 

up in America. It so happened that the boy was visiting America and 

met that girl. Both liked each other and got married and had three 

children. Canadian and American soldiers found out that these were 

the same boy and the girl that they had brought them from England 

and told them that they are brother and sister. That is when the news 

broke and the boy and the girl(now husband and wife) felt very bad 

and started crying endlessly. Then some clergy consoled them and 

after that they started living as brother and sister.
So, why they felt so bad? It was exclusively due to the thought 

that brother and sister cannot be husband and wife although Persian 

kings used to marry their sister openly. This is the extraordinary 

power of thought that goes into the subconscious mind which can 

easily control all kinds of evil thoughts. 
This story was of a real brother and sister. The Quran goes one 

step further and says that every boy and girl's relationship is like 

brother and sister and it changes only when a boy and a girl do the 

َّNikah and become husband and wife. When the Quran says: إنما َ ِ
ٌْ ْ ُ مِنونَ إخوة then it does not just mean that only Momineen – (49:10)المؤْ َُِ

men are like brothers. It also means that the relationship between 
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every Momin Men and every Momin women is like brother and 

sister excepting those who have tied the knot of Nikah.
As you know, the period of Arab Jahhiliyyah was full of intensely 

amorousenvironment among other malevolent evils. The 

Momineen came from this evil environment. The Prophet (PBUH) 

transformed their hearts and minds with Quranic teaching and 

training. This way these brand new Momineen reached the pinnacle 

of Quranic character. This way they were cleansed of all the evils 

including the deeply entrenched amorous evil; and the reality set 

deeply in their minds that all men and women (except married 

couples) are brothers and sisters as part of their Iman. Because of 

this Iman, there remained no trace sexual licentiousness in them at 

all. And we are now in the Jahiliyyah period in which the Arabs were 

living before the Prophet (PBUH). Therefore, the same technique – 

i.e., proper teaching and training in the light of the Quran that every 

boy and girl are brothers and sisters as part of Iman – must be 

applied to cleanse the society of all the inebriatedevils that the 

Prophet (PBUH) employed to cleanse his society and succeeded in 

the first period Islam – and the rightly-guided Khalifas followed in 

the footsteps of the Prophet (PBUH).This is the practical way of 
ٌْ ْ ُ مِنونَ إخوة implementing  (49:10). There is no other way ofإنما المؤَّْ ُِ َ َِ

sexual reformation. 
Today this divine order has dissipated from our hearts. But its 

hazy imprint used to be there in our past society. When a stranger 

used to knock the door and a girl from the house opened the door 

then the girl used to tell her parents that a brother has come and is 

waiting at the door. While participating in any ceremony, girls used 

to tell their parents that that brother is misbehaving; or that this 
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brother is talking very nicely, etc…This kind of thoughts would 

become common in our current society as well provided we are able 

to differentiate between animal level life and human level life. In 

animal life there is no boundaries for satisfying sexual desires. In 

human level of life sexual desires must only be satisfied with in the 

boundaries set by the Quran. After understanding this fundamental 

difference between animal life and human life, if our youth are able 

to limit their sexual desires within these parametric thoughts 

advocated by the Quran, then the evil virus spreading in the current 

environment will not affect them. What will be the result of this 

change in thoughts, please don't ask me but ask Dr. Unwin who has 

ended his book as follows:
“In the future, it seems, a human society may continue its 

fortuitouscareer, and reflect, both in its cultural behaviour and 
in its structure, theamount of energy it chances to possess; but, 
if any society should desireto control its cultural destiny, it may 
do so by decreasing or increasingthe amount of its energy. Such 
decrease or increase will appear in thethird generation after the 
sexual opportunity has been extended or reduced.A lesser 
energy is easily secured, for the force of life seems to flow 
backwards,and the members of the society will not be slow to 
take advantageof any relaxation in the regulations. If, on the 
other hand, a vigoroussociety wishes to display its productive 
energy for a long time, and evenforever, it must re-create itself, 
I think, first, by placing the sexes on a levelof complete legal 
equality, and then by altering its economic and 
socialorganization in such a way as to render it both possible 
and tolerable forsexual opportunity to remain at a minimum for 
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 an extended period, andeven forever. In such a case the face of 

the society would be set in theDirection of the Cultural Process; 

its inherited tradition would be continuallyenriched; it would 

achieve a higher culture than has yet been attained;by the action 

of human entropy its tradition would be augmented andrefined 

in a manner which surpasses our present understanding.” [Page 

432]
Do you notice what fundamental principle regarding sexual 

drive this investigative scholar has arrived at after detailed data 

analysis of numerous civilized and uncivilized societies? It is 

this principle:that equality between men and women must 

prevail; and that opportunity for sexual relationship must be 

reduced to the minimum possible. Fourteen hundred years ago, 

the Quran declared these restrictions essential: that no sexual 

relationship is allowed except strictly within the solemn 

contract of Nikah. And the Quran declared its every other 

formabsolutely haram.   
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